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Efficient calculation of the exact matrix of the 
second derivatives

by Alexandre G. URZHUMTSEVa* and Vladimir Y. LUNINab

a LCM3B, UPRESA 7036 CNRS, Faculte des Sciences, Universite Henri Poincare, Nancy I, 
54506 Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy, France

b Institute of Mathematical Problems of Biology, Russian Academy of Sciences, Pushchino, 
Moscow Region, 142290, Russia

Email:sacha@lcm3b.u-nancy.fr

1.Introduction
Recently, several groups (Murshudov et al., 1997; Templton, 1999; Tronrud, 1999) reported some 
advances in calculation of an approximate matrix of the second derivatives (Hessian or normal 
matrix) for crystallographic criteria which, in particular, is used in optimisation methods. In fact, 
the gradient methods need only the product of this matrix by a given vector which can be 
calculated rapidly and directly, without explicit matrix calculation (Lunin & Urzhumtsev, 1985). 
The second-order minimisation methods need an inverted Hessian matrix with an inversion being 
very sensible to approximations; as a consequence, algorithms for the calculation of the exact 
Hessian matrix [H] must be developed in this case. Moreover, it is important to know to calculate 
such matrix for combined minimisation criteria, with a mixture of different structure-factor 
depending criteria (crystallographic criterion in what follows), geometric criteria and others. This 
knowledge can influence the choice of the optimisation methods which vary in computation time 
per iteration, in the number of iterations necessary to arrive to a similar result, and in radius of 
convergence. 

The direct calculation of the normal matrix of a crystallographic criterion needs of order of 
MNІ operations (derivative of the contribution of every reflection with respect to every couple of 
parameters). Here N is the number of atomic parameters, M is the number of structure factors. In 
order to gain CPU time, some authors use a sparse matrix (Sussman et al., 1977; Hendrickson & 
Konnert, 1980; Dodson, 1981; Guillot et al., 2001). To estimate the full matrix of the second 
derivatives for the weighted least-squares fit of the magnitudes Templton (1999) suggested a 
statistical approach. Murshudov et al. (1997) and Tronrud (1999) developed the FFT technique 
suggested for this goal by Agarwal (1978). In particular, in the case of atomic parameters q as 
independent variables, Tronrud (1999) proposed a practical algorithm which needs  

THT = C1NІ + C2M ln M                                                          (1)

operations to calculate the principal part of the matrix [H] 
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traditionally neglecting the second term  

 

Similar formulae were derived by Murshudov et al. (1997) for the case of the maximum 
likelihood criterion. At the same time, the use of Fast Differentiation Algorithm (Baur & Strassen, 
1983; Kim et al., 1984; for crystallographic applications see Lunin & Urzhumtsev, 1985) allows 
to calculate rapidly the exact matrix of the second derivatives with respect to atomic parameters 
for both these criteria and to generalise this result for other cases. 

2.Fast Differentiation Algorithm and crystallographic 
refinement
Traditionally, it is considered that the gradient methods are much more time consuming than the 
methods without derivatives, and that generally every computation of a gradient needs about N 
times CPU more than a single value of the function, N being the number of variables. However, 
several groups (e.g., Baur & Strassen, 1983; Kim et al., 1984) have shown  the following result 
and its conclusions: 

Fast Differentiation Algorithm (FDA)

For any function of N variables, calculation of a single value of which takes the time T, an 
algorithm exists to calculate its exact gradient faster than in 4T independently on the number N of 
variables. 

FDA : Conclusion 1

For any function of N variables, calculation of a single value of which takes the time T, an 
algorithm exists to calculate its exact derivative along a given direction faster than in 4T 
independently on the number N of variables and without a gradient calculation. 

FDA : Conclusion 2

For any function of N variables, calculation of a single value of which takes the time T, an 
algorithm exists to calculate the exact product of the matrix of the second derivatives by a given 
direction faster than in 20T independently on the number N of variables. 

In practice, when some common expressions can be saved in memory, the time to calculate all 
4 objects, namely the function f itself, its gradient ∇ f, the function derivative  along a given 
direction s and the product [H]s of the Hessian matrix [H] by the same direction, can be estimated 
rather by 4T where T stands for the time of a single calculation of the function value (Urzhumtsev 
et al., 1989). 

FDA shows that the crucial point in the fast optimisation of crystallographic functional is a fast 
calculation of structure factors. A fast way of their calculations (Sayre, 1951; Ten Eyck, 1977) 
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needs about   

Tf  = C1N + C2M lnM                                                                 (4)

operations (C1 and C2 are some constants), instead of CNM operations for a direct calculation.  

FDA gives the same amount of operations for the gradient calculation being applied to a least-
squares criterion depending on atomic parameters (Lunin, 1978, unpublished; Lifchitz, in 
Agarwal, 1981) or to other crystallographic criteria (Lunin & Urzhumtsev, 1985; Urzhumtsev et 
al, 1989).  

 Moreover, because the n-th column of the matrix [H] of the second derivatives represents the 
product of this matrix by the direction (0, 0, … , 0, 1, 0, …, 0) where 1 is in the n-th position, the 
whole exact matrix of the second derivatives composed from N columns can be calculated by  

THE = C1NІ + C2 NM lnM                                           (5) 

operations. However, a faster and more general way to calculate the exact Hessian matrix can be 
suggested. 

Let a function R(y1(x1, …, xN), …, yM(x1, …, xN)) depend on M variables y1, …, yM  with 
every ym depending in turn on N variables x1, …, xN . The chain rule formula:  

 

can be rewritten as 

 

Here  is a tensor composed of M matrices , , ... . If the gradient 
[∇ yR] is supposed to be known (the calculations are carried out accordingly to the FDA) then the 

operations needed to get  are the operations to calculate the matrix products in (7) plus 

those to calculate  

Formula (7) can be simplified for a number of special cases.  

Special case 1:  If the criterion R is additive, i.e. can be presented by a sum of individual 
contributions, not necessarily quadratic, from the components of the vectors y  

 

then the matrix  becomes diagonal. An example is the least-squares fit of the calculated 
data to the experimental ones. 

Special case 2:  When the variables y depend linearly on the variables x , y = [A] x , the second 
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term in the formula is absent and (7) becomes  

 

An example of such linear dependence is the relation between the electron density and its 
structure factors.  

Special case 3:  Quite often variables x contribute to variables y locally, i.e. each of x1, x2, ... xN 
contribute only to a small number Cy of variables yk,  Cy << M . Complementary, every yk may 
depend only on a small number of Cx parameters xj,  Cx << N . The matrix [dy / dx] becomes 
sparse giving an essential reduction in the number of calculations. An example of such 
dependence is the calculation of any field (e.g., an electron density) from an atomic model where 
atoms have a limited radius of contribution and are separated each from others.  

It is easy to see that the calculation of normal matrix for crystallographic criteria can profit the 
features of all particular cases discussed above and it can be shown that the total amount of 
operations necessary to calculate the exact matrix of the second derivatives of the crystallographic 
least-squares criterion with respect to the atomic parameters is

THC = C1M + C2M lnM + C3NІ ~ C12 M lnM + C3NІ                                      (10) 

  

where C1, C2, C3 and C12 are some constants which do not depend neither on the number of 
structure factors M nor on the number of atoms N. This estimate is the same as (1) for an 
approximate matrix where the second-order terms  are neglected from the beginning 
and is better than (5) which is obtained for the exact matrix by simple N-times calculation of the 
product of a matrix by a direction following a coordinate axis.  

The same amount of operations is enough to calculate the matrix for the intensity least-
squares criterion (Sheldrick & Schneider, 1997), for the phase criterion (Lunin & Urzhumtsev, 
1985; Pannu et al., 1998), for the maximum likelihood criterion (Bricogne & Irwin, 1996; Pannu 
& Read, 1996; Read, 1997; Murshudov et al., 1997; Pannu et al.,1998).  

In the general situation when the criterion cannot be represented by a sum of contributions from 
many small subsets of structure factors, the total number of computer operations becomes :

THG = C6MІ lnM + C3NІ                                                                      (11) 

If the independent parameters are not atomic ones (e.g., parameters for a rigid groups refinement), 
the matrix with respect to independent parameters can be calculated in the same way. 

3.Direct calculation of the inverted Hessian matrix
The formula (7) gives also an idea that for some special cases the inverted matrix of the second 
derivatives can be obtained directly without calculation the Hessian matrix itself. Indeed, if the 
transformation y(x) is linear, y = [A] x, then  
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If [A] corresponds to the Fourier transformation, the inverse operation is the inverse Fourier 

transform for which the matrix [A-1] can be written immediately. The matrix  can be 
easily calculated for many crystallographic criteria, in particular for such important criteria as the 
least-squares or maximum likelihood functionals. Therefore, when the independent parameters are 
density values at the grid points the inverse Hessian matrix can be easily and directly calculated 
for these criteria as  

  

where all elements of the matrix (13) are presented by the same function calculated as a Fourier 
series at different points r . In order to calculate this function at a grid compatible with the number 
of Fourier coefficients M, estimating K ~ M , the number of operations needed is about C2M lnM 
(Cooley & Tukey, 1965; Ten Eyck, 1973). This results shows that the minimisation methods of 
simple iteration, usually applied for density modification procedures, can be replaced not only by 
the gradient methods (Sayre, 1972, and Sayre & Toupin, 1975, for the particular Sayre criterion; 
Lunin, 1985, for the general case) but even by the methods of the second order. In this case the 
computational expenses are practically the same as those for the simple iteration methods. 

4.Conclusion
In the case of the crystallographic least-squares or maximum likelihood refinement of atomic 
model, the exact matrix of second derivatives can be calculated by 

THC = C12 M lnM + C3NІ                                                          (14) 

Operations where M is the number of structure factors, N is the number of atomic parameters and 
C12 and C3 are some constants which do not depend neither on M nor on N. This algorithm 
suggests step-by-step recalculation of the matrix with respect to variables of different levels of the 
molecular models (structure factors, density, atomic parameters etc.). The same iterative 
calculations are basic steps for the fast gradient calculation (Lunin & Urzhumtsev, 1985). It 
should be noted that such way of calculation allows easily to add the contribution from any other 
criteria of the same type or of any other type of models, e.g., phase criterion, stereochemical 
criteria, criteria depending on the electron density etc. Therefore, the formulae which give the 
expression of the gradient (or of the Hessian matrix) of a crystallographic criterion directly in 
terms of atomic parameters can be useful for understanding but may be rather misleading 
algorithmically. 

The full material with details of corresponding derivations will be reported elsewhere (paper in 
preparation for Acta Crystallographica). 
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